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942-302- 6 (Sale ends September 1 5) 133 E. Franklin. St
NSW, CaiiDfisnjii We have the OLYMPUS OM-G- !

Fastest, strongest, lightest,
brightest SLR in its class!SURESHT

Goodbye
Frustration,

Easy-to-us- e, built-i- n metering system
Shutter speeds from 1 second to an action stopping 11000
Available with a f2 50mm lens
Accepts full Pentax system of interchangeable bayonet mount
SMC lenses
Amazing features for an incredibly low price

r Official 35mm Camera
of the 1364 Otymfc Games

Canon quality
a compact size.
Travelin' LightThe Official 35mm Camera

Of the 1984 Olympic GamesHello NEW Sure Shot!
There's a NEW way to say " Goodbye" to pictures that are

too light or too dark, or out of focus, or missed because you
forgot to advance the film. Now there's the NEW Canon Sure
Shot! It's more compact and better than ever with longer
battery life and a "never-miss- " lens cover.

Automatic focus your subject is always sharp
Automatic exposure cloudy or bright, it adjusts for light, even
when you use the built-i- n flash
Automatic winding, rewinding and even film loading
Sharp f2.8 Canon lens
Includes Canon U S A. Inc. one-yea- r limited warrantyregistration

When you're "on the go," go with the Canon MC. It's
Canon's most automatic camera ever and it gives you big,
bright 35mm pictures.

Ultra compact and lightweight, fits into pocket or purse
Totally automatic film loading, advance and rewinding
Razor-shar- p Canon 35mm f2.8 lens
Automatic focusing, exposure and flash t-- 4 A fCSuper Shield sliding cover protects camera b OT. !s3
Supplied with MC-- S Snap-O-n Rash
Includes Canon U.S.A., Inc. one-yea- r limited warrantyregistration
card

card
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$1 34.95
The big-val- ue SLR for creative photography. Precise Off-th- e-

Film exposure automation for ease of use, plus built-i-n Full

Exposure Control for manual settings. Brilliant Lumi-Micr- on

Matte viewfinder for focusing ease. Rugged die-ca- st body. Takes
5 FPS motor drive and other 0M System components for
greatest durability and versatility in its class.
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The Unbelievable
Value in SLR's!

Special Edition
I
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v "H$1 29.95
$1 39.95

Tr.Good things
come in

this small

The Official
35mm Camera

I of the 1984
. Olympic Games
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New Nikon FG-2- Q

The advanced camera
to begin with.

TM7980 LA. Olympic Committee

fricial
There's no better way

to learn 35mm photogra-
phy than wit'- - a camera
that tells you audibly
you're about to make a
mistake. When the FG-2- 0

is set in the automatic
"beep" mode, just follow
all its warning signals and
you'll get a great shot.
And once you feel confi-
dent, move on to manual.

Other features:
Automatic flash metering
with optional Nikon
SB-1- 9 Speedlight.
Optional MD-1- 4 motor
drive.
Over 70 interchangeable
Nikon lenses.
Nikon Inc. USA limited
warranty application
included along with free
Nikon USA Club
membership.

Catch every
word of your
lectures with

an
shown ii(.tKnl

The Official 35mm Camera
of the 1984 Olympic Games

When it comes to getting great pictures with amazing simplicity,
you just can't beat the Canon AE-- 1 . It's a real champion.

Take off with the M ....uf-'f-

Canon T50. It's Canon's $184.95 MICROCASSETTEsimplest-to-us- e 35mm SLR camera everejiir. if I saam. NIKON FG-2- 0

with 50 mm fl.8E auto- -5"Ii S- - '
i a ist '

All you do is focus and shoot for great quality pictures
matically. And the price is great too!

Shutter-priorit- y automation
Incredibly lightweight, compact
and easy to use
Accepts all optional Canon
Dedicated Speedlites for
automatic flash
Optional Canon Power Winders
A2, A plus Data Back A

available
Includes Canon U.S.A., Inc.
one-ye- ar limited

The Affordable Way To
Record It All

Compact Model
Easy, One Hand Operation S904
Two Tape Speeds $49.95
Full Auto-O- ff

Mic, Earphone, Remote Jacks

Programmed automation, just focus
and shoot
Automatic film loading and built-i- n

power winder
Optional Canon Speediite 244T
automatically sets best lens aperture
depending on flash-to-subje- ct distance
Uses more than 50 Canon FD wide-angl- e,

telephoto and zoom lenses
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warrantyregistration card

Nikon FG-2- 0

with 50 mm fl.8E $1 74.95 PROGRAMMED AUTOMATION
limited cardwarrantyregistration automatic film transport
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Vivitar 283
The Complete
Light Machine

ASA100ft guideno 120 powerful
Exceptionally compact and easy-to-us- e'

Choice of 4 settings
Vivitar-patente- d Auto-Thyrist-

circuitry quickens recycle time,
conserves batteries
Removable remote sensor for ra

flash
Up to 800 automatic flashes per set of
fresh batteries
Accepts full range of Vivitar fiash accesso-

ries including
colored fitters, quick chargers, and more

$62.50
Vivitar 285
Exceptional power.
Lots of features.

ASA 100ft. guide no 120 ". powerful
Vivitar-patente- d Auto-Thyrist- or

. circuitry quickens recycle time.
prolongs battery life
Built-i- n zoombounce head for
creative control of light
Exceptional range out to 70 feet
Choice of 4 settings plus
vari-pow- er

Removable sensor for off-came- ra

flash

o Top brands at low prices
o Expert advice on all aspects of

photography
o Supreme quality Kodak

processing with a remarkable
two day turnaround from Kodak's
Atlanta lab.

o Over 2,000 rolls of fresh film in
stock and we sell it all at a
discount,

o An extensive selection of
darkroom equipment, chemicals
and supplies,

o Chapel Hill's best source for a
video camera, records, and
supplies.
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For The Serious
Pliotograplier Only

Foister's Asks:

Have you invested over $500.00 in a 35mm camera and optically top-notc- h

lenses? Do you travel frequently and take high quality photographs of
fascinating subjects? Do you use the finest color film in the world.
Kodachrome, when subject lighting permits? Do you take pride in making
slide presentations to your friends andor customers of the unique images
you have captured?

If the answer to most or all of these questions, is "YES", then
Foister's thinks you should consider one final question:

"Are you letting yourself and your images down at the final stage by project-
ing them with a $100.00 projector through a $25.00 lens???"

Foister's Camera Store has the E. Leitz & Co. model RT-30- 0 AV slide projec-
tor in stock. It features Leitz optics and the brightest, truest color rendition
available. You'll see this yourself when we demonstrate it to you side by
side with the most popular projectors on the market. Come see the difference
so you won't let your images down at the final stage.
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$72.50

Vivitar. 1 in lenses

CAMERA
$50.00 Rebate now on Leica Projectors11

J5)
Wide-Ang- le Lenses

Fixed Focal Length Lenses

Telephoto Zoom Lenses in
ff First in Quality, First in Service,

First in Chapel Hillu0


